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Cinema Theater

Owners Support
Animal Well-being
WRITTEN BY

Debra A.Jacobson

PHOTOGRAPHS BY

Michelle Macirella

A double feature every night is hard to beat.
But the Cinema Theater seems to be doing itand it's more than just movies.
OWNERS
bring extended events
among them are
animal rights, well-being,

Alex Chemavsky and Audrey Kramer
and offerings to patrons;
many which support
rescue and relief.
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The husband and wife couple purchased the business in Jan
uary 2018 from former owner John Trickey, who remains the
owner of the building. The Cinema, built in 1914, is the old
est theater in Greater Rochester. The original theater had dirt
floors and wooden benches that were movable. Today, the
theater has an appealing atmosphere serving as a gathering
place, a welcoming venue with an interesting film selection
made affordable—all captivating enough. Then add the sto
ry of the owners and you have something magnificent!

Owning the Cinema had been a long-time dream of Alex's.
With an MBA in Business from Cornell, and a BA in Comput
er Science from Binghamton University, he was positioned
well to run a business. And then the sign in the Cinema
driveway appeared advertising part-time help wanted on
Fridays in the concessions stand. Of course Alex signed on!
He became immersed in the culture and aura of the place.
Audrey had volunteered her time coming to the Cinema
to give subcutaneous fluids to a resident cat. Princess Baby
who had a kidney disease. Audrey had been given a key to
Animal Adoration and Affection in Abundance
enter and assist Princess Baby on a regular basis. The star on
Upon entering the theater during my visit to meet them, the sidewalk with her name keeps her in hearts and minds
1 paused to take in the sidewalk art and lobby decor that of those who loved her.
clearly stated animal humor and admiration. A huge side
walk painting spanning multiple segments to the side of
the entrance made me smile as I stood above looking down
on the colorful image of a cat playing with a large ball of
yarn. An artist's rendering capturing a cat paw print inside
a star on the sidewalk(much like the Hollywood stars on the
walkway) was imprinted in memory of Princess Baby (Prin
cess for short), the cat who took residence at the Cinema for

so many years. The artist, Jim Lewis, is also the theater man
ager, and has been with the Cinema for more than 30 years.
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When the theater became available for purchase, it was a
no-brainer they would want to buy it. And in fact, the couple
married at the Cinema Theater in 2009. Their wedding pho
tos were taken outside the theater and next to the conces

sions stand! Today, the Cinema has six dedicated employees.

Jim Lewis

I entered and sat on the couch with a wide-eyed cat image
on a pillow propped behind me. Alex and Audrey greeted
me and welcomed me into the office, which they share with
three rescue cats I later learned live at the theater. Genny,
who is blind, sits on Audrey's lap in a chair as people exit
the films. Genny waits for pets from the patrons, and if she
doesn't get those pets she reaches out in the air indicating

"Audrey is the creative and artistic one of the two of us,"
Chernavsky said with a smile." He promptly showed me
images on the computer of animal illustrations and car
toon-like characters in place to be printed on theater Swag
(t-shirts, tote bags, drink cups,and other items for purchase).
She studied commercial art at Monroe Community College
and dabbles in political cartoons on the side. Yet her dedica-

she wants them!

Both Chernavsky and Kramer had separately frequented the
Cinema for years, and made it a weekly item on their agen
das. But they didn't meet there. They met at Lollypop Farm,
where Alex was the volunteer coordinator and Audrey a
faithful volunteer. The two now have a home near the Cin

ema in the Swillburg section of Rochester. They share their
home with several cats, an injured Mourning Dove with a
broken wing, and several fish.
Cindy Welch 2009
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tion to animals is evident is so many ot her ongoing activi
ties. Her work with Ferrell cats goes back to 1999 when she
did rescue work on a diary farm that had 60 feral cats. She
attends to an auto repair shop in East Rochester that has an
abundance of feral cats and gets them fixed, goes daily to
give them food and water. She explains the need for these
cats to be fixed, so as not to continue to multiply.
The Cinema is a blend of the couple's love of movies and an
imals. Even the concession stand serves all vegan goodies—
honoring the wellbeing and respect for animals, not to men
tion a healthy alternative to traditional snacks. Patrons will
find fresh popcorn with nutritional yeast topping, Swedish
fish, vegan chocolate, and baked goods from Red Fern and
Get Caked. Additionally, they won't show certain films—
such as those focusing on hunting, rodeos or the circus—all
respecting animals and communicating animal rights. And
area residents appreciate that.
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"People have been coming here for decades," Audrey said.
"A husband and wife from Hilton come every week and
bring flowers and vegetables from their garden. You get to
know people and become attached."
Community-Focused Center

Clothing, Jewelry & Accessory Gift Boutique

The available take-away promotional materials available in
the lobby encourage patrons to engage in numerous pro

1850 PENFIELD RD (4-corners) 264-1130

grams, organizations, and enjoyable activities—all support

ing a healthy and informed community.
Everyday in Rochester thousands
Partnership events with area organizations such as Animal
Rights Rochester and Rochester Area Vegan Society are
open to the public at the Cinema. Various documentaries
are shown focusing on animal agriculture, anti-cruelty to
animals, and animal adoption opportunities. The viewings
offer a chance to experience films alongside others who have
common interests and support the same causes.
The Cinema can be reserved for special occasions, includ
ing weddings, corporate meetings, and birthday parties.
Screen advertisements prior to movie showings are avail
able for those organizations and corporations hoping to
communicate a message to patrons. Additionally, the ven
ue holds sing-alongs, costume parties, photo opportuni
ties, fund raisers, and informative post film panel sessions.
The doors open for free movies to those who have helped
cleanup Rochester during the annual Clean Sweep, and the
community is invited in annually to create 6x6 artwork to be
submitted to the Rochester Contemporary Art Center for it's
annual fund raiser.

Animal lovers and supporters can reach out to the Cinema
and to Alex and Audrey through their website and social
media pages. They can connect you with other organiza
tions and services you may be looking for to support ani
mals in your life or your community. In the meantime—lets
enjoy the Cinema films!

of homeless cats and kittens suffer as

they struggle to survive on the streets.

Janine Wagner has devoted her life to saving them.
Learn about her aina/ing work and how you can help at:
thebean I O.blogspol.com

Janine The Bean Rescue Inc.
Rescuing Rochester's homeless cats, one ot a lime.
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Janine The Bean's ad is sponsored by
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